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Divergence of potential state-level performancemeasures to assess transportation
and land use coordination
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Abstract: Although performance measures encourage agreement in other disciplines, measures for state transportation and land use may
engender disagreement among stakeholders. A literature review and a survey of 25 states and three metropolitan planning organizations
identiđed 41 suchmeasures. No singlemeasure best quantiđes eﬀective coordination because this coordination supports potentially conĔicting
goals, such as better access management and increased local autonomy. Further, whenmeasures are computed under four benevolent scenarios
that each generate the support of some stakeholders—reduced transit costs, reduced congestion, increased local autonomy, and increased
compact development—some performance measures indicate improvement and others do not.
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1 Introduction
Performancemeasures, also known as performance indicators,
metrics, or measures of eﬀectiveness (MOEs), are variables
that indicate the performance of a system with respect to a
particular objective. In 2006, Virginia’s governor charged Vir-
ginia’s Transportation Accountability Commission (TAC)
with “recommending quantiđable outcome measures…that
incorporate eﬀective land use and transportation coordina-
tion” (Kaine 2006). Although states and metropolitan plan-
ning organizations (MPOs) are using outcome measures for
other areas of transportation, at the time the commission was
created, speciđc measures that might be used to assess trans-
portation/land use coordination were unclear.
Although the TAC’s charge (Kaine 2006) refers to out-
comes, a reading of select literature (Falcocchio 2004; Meyer
2005) raises questions with regard to whether a clear demar-
cation can be made between outputs (such as miles of roads
plowed) andoutcomes (such as number of crashes attributable
to snow on the road). ăe example of the former is under
agency control, whereas the example of the latter is inĔuenced
by external forces. If a region establishes a goal of reducing the
amount of land consumed by development and selects transit-
oriented development (TOD) as one initiative to achieve that
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goal, annual acres of land developed is a viable outcome mea-
sure. However, is the amount of TOD created per year also
an outcome measure? A “no” answer is supported by the fact
that TOD is not the end goal and that some aspects of TOD,
such as the amount of land zoned for it, are under agency con-
trol. A “yes” answer is supported by the fact that the amount
of TOD is inĔuenced by market factors beyond agency con-
trol, such as the willingness of developers to supply TOD and
the desire of prospective buyers to purchase units. ăus ad-
herence to the term outcome measures might, unfortunately,
eliminate potentially viable metrics if survey respondents be-
lieved they could not list output measures.
ăe aforementioned diﬀerence between output and out-
comemeasures also suggests that each initiativemay havemul-
tiple đnal goals. In the case of TOD, desired outcomes might
include reduced land development, reduced fuel consump-
tion, improved air quality, or increased transportation op-
tions. Accordingly, the question of interest to Virginia be-
came: What performancemeasures are states using, or consid-
ering using, to evaluate transportation/land use coordination?
To identify such measures, a review of the literature and
an open-ended telephone survey of transportation representa-
tives from25 stateswere conducted over a six-month period in
2007. ăe purpose of the research study reported here was to
determine whether the identiđed measures converged toward
a single overall goal.
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2 Literature review
Although much literature covers transportation performance
measures (Falcocchio 2004; Larson 2005), less exists regard-
ing measures to assess transportation/land use. ăe literature
explores three areas: (1) the need to consider transportation
and land use jointly when assessing how well a system per-
forms, (2) goals that such consideration should accomplish,
and (3) implementation eﬀorts in the United States.
2.1 The necessity of considering transportation and land
use together
Performance areas reĔecting both land development and
transportation infrastructure were suggested by Ewing
(1993): traﬃc congestion (measured as level of service or
delay), travel volume (measured as vehicle miles traveled
(VMT), number of trips, average trip length, or the gravity
model’s formulation of accessibility), and “travel opportu-
nity for the transportation disadvantaged” (which may be
measured as mode split). Later, Singa et al. (2004) identiđed
the ratio of jobs to housing for speciđc parts of a region, the
proportion of workers who commute into a jurisdiction from
elsewhere, and the mode of transportation used by those
workers as metrics directly relevant to transportation/land
use coordination. Land use and transportation were jointly
addressed by El-Geneidy and Levinson (2006) who, for each
zone in the Minneapolis-Saint Paul (USA) metropolitan
region, found the diﬀerence between the number of jobs
within 15 minutes travel time in 1990 and in 2000. ăis
calculated diﬀerence could have resulted from transportation
initiatives (such as better bus service) or from land use actions
(such as increased employment); the measure reĔects a focus
on accessibility (i.e., an “ability to get what one needs,”
(Handy 2005)) rather thanmobility (i.e., the ease with which
one moves).
Some researchers, while not specifying which mea-
sures must be used, have advocated the development
of transportation/land-use coordination indicators as a
productive exercise simply because the disparate areas of
transportation planning and land use planning need to be
joined (Amekudzi et al. 2007). Levy (1994) suggested that
the impact of a transportation decision on land development
should be considered explicitly because such decisions “shape
land use for decades to come.” A decade later, reviewers of
the UrbanSim land use model (which was integrated with
the Wasatch Front Regional Council travel demand model)
emphasized the importance of considering the inĔuence of
transportation investments on land decisions, which, in turn,
aﬀects the demand for the same transportation facilities;
resultant metrics were VMT and hours of delay (Waddell
et al. 2007). ăe Michigan Department of Transportation
(2006) noted that joint consideration of transportation
and land use may overcome barriers, such as a “walkable
neighborhood completely surrounded by uses through which
the pedestrian cannot walk to get to a transit stop.”
Others have emphasized the multidimensional nature of
transportation/land use coordination. Levinson and Krizek
(2008) noted that although ease of movement is relevant,
a more complete perspective combines this mobility com-
ponent and a component based on the relative attractive-
ness of the reachable destinations (combining both compo-
nents yields “accessibility”). Such metrics vary by stakeholder
(Levinson and Krizek 2008); a measure of compact develop-
ment captures one aspect of eﬃciency (amount of land con-
sumed) but not necessarily the experience of a traveler (such
compact development may produce greater congestion, more
choices, both, or neither). ăus it is not surprising that cau-
tions have been raised regarding the use of a single measure:
a metric based on a street pattern (Krizek 2005) may repre-
sent ease of access to local destinations (e.g., shorter blocks
and wider sidewalks to facilitate pedestrian travel) and re-
gional destinations; a grid helps auto travel by separating traf-
đc streams and makes transit travel among multiple activity
centers much more feasible (Koski 1992). Horner and Mef-
ford (2005) noted that the explanatory power of accessibility-
based measures (such as those produced by the common grav-
ity model application, which are based on the combination of
an impedancemeasure and the cumulative sum of attractions)
is limited because the single number does not diﬀerentiate be-
tween these two factors.
2.2 Goals of transportation/land use coordination
Researchers have suggested diverse goals of transporta-
tion/land use coordination. One implied goal is that in-
creased coordination should “reduce the level of surprise at
new developments,” as determining where future develop-
ments will occur can be time-consuming (Duthie et al. 2007).
Another is the implementation of context-sensitive solutions
and hence “policies that đt the character of the community”
(Knack 2007). Other goals put forward by researchers in-
clude the allocation of emergency response resources based
on the expected crashes that particular land uses may gener-
ate (Pawlovich et al. 1998) and the avoidance of controversy
because of noise (Avery et al. 2006). In an intriguing excep-
tion, Staley and Claeys (2005) argued that the evaluation of a
proposed land development should not take into account the
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project’s impact on community character unless the develop-
ment infringes on the rights of others.
Goals of transportation and land use interactions at the re-
gional (MPO) level include promoting transit-oriented devel-
opment, reducing land consumption in general (Volpe Na-
tional Transportation Systems Center undated), and reduc-
ing farmland consumption in particular (Venner Consulting
and Parsons Brinckerhoﬀ 2004). Metrics have also been pro-
posed in the context of speciđc programs: for example, to eval-
uate the impacts of a vehicle-sharing initiative on land use,
suggested measures included the number of users per park-
ing space, vehicle ownership, and the amount of new residen-
tial development (Shaheen et al. 2004). Minnesota proposed
the use of corridor travel speeds to assess a relatively speciđc
program aimed at protecting arterial highways (referred to as
“interregional corridors”) where there was a risk that devel-
opment would lead to increases in the number of traﬃc sig-
nals and thereby reduce operating speeds (Zemotel andMon-
tebello 2002).
Composite measures have also been proposed. One is the
“transportation eﬃciency” of a zone, which is deđned as the
number of modal options available to travelers and deter-
mined by the density of development, mix of land uses, avail-
ability of parking, topography of pedestrian facilities, block
size, and amount of aﬀordable housing in the zone (Moudon
et al. 2005; Washington State Department of Transportation
2006c). Florida’smultimodal level of service concept is a “land
use and transportation integration measure” with dual goals:
to make walking and the use of transit appealing; and to con-
sider the impacts of development on all transportationmodes
(Guttenplan et al. 2003). ăe European Union’s PROPOLIS
initiative aggregates indicators such as tons of carbon diox-
ide emitted, percentage of land developed, amount of oil con-
sumed, and open space quality into a composite environmen-
tal metric; similarly, vehicle delay, traﬃc injuries, and the per-
centage of overcrowdedhouseholds are aggregated into a com-
posite social performance measure (Lautso et al. 2004). Doi
et al. (2008) developed a quality of lifemetric based on 16 dif-
ferent indicators such as employment rate, landscape design,
the time required to reach hospitals, and the availability of
large retail stores and cultural opportunities.
Redress of inequity is the goal of several metrics that cap-
ture some aspect of travel impedance between residential ar-
eas and potential employment locations. ăe ratio of jobs to
housing has been suggested as a diagnostic instrument to iden-
tify zoning policies that inhibit short commutes (Peng 1997).
Such policies include the prohibition of accessory dwelling
units and small convenience stores in residential neighbor-
hoods (Atlanta Regional Commission 2002), minimum lot
size requirements (Levine 1998), and growth restrictions (e.g.
Cervero 1996).
Equity of service has also received attention. Horner and
Meﬀord (2005) estimated the number of transit-accessible
opportunities per worker as a function of industry and, af-
ter stratifying by ethnicity, found that lower-paid workers had
fewer opportunities. ăe researchers modiđed this metric to
compute the number of accessible employment opportunities
by zone (without normalizing by the number ofworkers in the
zone); the modiđed metric provided a neighborhood accessi-
bility measure, which indicated that minority neighborhoods
in the study area were not as well served as “non-Hispanic,
white neighborhoods” in terms of transit access to employ-
ment opportunities. Across the entire study area, the authors
found that for some groups a smaller number of accessible jobs
per worker existed in the lower paying retail industry than
in the higher paying professional industry, suggesting ways to
target speciđc investments, such as reverse commute initiatives
or other transit services that appeal to speciđc sets of riders
(see Levinson andKrizek 2008). Handy (2005) compared the
number of employment opportunities that could be reached
within speciđed time intervals using various travelmodes from
economically disadvantaged and prosperous neighborhoods.
2.3 State implementation eﬀorts
States have instituted statutes, practices, and incentives to
achieve policy goals regarding where development should be
targeted. Maryland and New Jersey have tried to target
growth. Maryland’s priority funding areas guide state in-
frastructure investments such as major non-toll construction
projects (Lewis et al. 2009). Although some priority areas are
established by the state, others may be designated by counties
if certain criteria are met (e.g., for undeveloped areas, sewer
service and a density of at least 3.5 dwellings per acre must be
expected); a related evaluation metric is the number of acres
developed within such areas relative to the acres developed
outside such areas (Lewis et al. 2009; Orski 2009). New Jer-
sey’s State Development and Redevelopment Plan (New Jer-
sey State Planning Commission 2001) identiđes areas where
various types of land development are desired. ăe plan does
not carry the force of law but is intended to inform actions
of other governmental units. ăe plan tracks a variety of
transportation metrics (e.g., per-capita VMT), land use fac-
tors (e.g., acreage set aside as open space), and indicators of
intergovernmental coordination (e.g., the extent of agreement
between city/county plans and the state plan).
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States have also established initiatives to achieve speciđc
policy goals. California established a public incentive pro-
gram for regions to address imbalances between jobs and
employment opportunities (Armstrong et al. 2001; Califor-
nia Department of Housing and Community Development
2007). Another incentive program in Massachusetts permits
localities to raise real estate taxes by referendum in order to
preserve open space and increase the amount of housing; the
state may match up to 100 percent of these taxes (Courch-
esne 2004). States have also undertaken speciđc initiatives
to align transportation infrastructure and development, such
as managing access to interchanges (Vermont), constructing
an innovative “cap” on a bridge that accommodates develop-
ment, thereby connecting rather than bisecting a community
(Ohio), and encouraging compact development (Oregon’s
Transportation and Growth Management Program; Ameri-
can Association of State Highway and Transportation Oﬃ-
cials 2009). Another policy goal is to encourage direct consid-
eration of transportation land use impacts: for example, Vir-
ginia requires that localities, which control land development,
submit comprehensive plans, rezoning requests, and site plans
to the state department of transportation for comment (Vir-
ginia Department of Transportation 2008). ăe comments
are advisory and thus do not restrict the authority of localities
to manage land development (Virginia Department of Trans-
portation 2010).
3 Survey of states
3.1 Methodology
A telephone survey of DOT planners representing 25 states
was conducted. ăe states were drawn from diﬀerent quad-
rants of the United States. ăe sample was also diverse in
terms of per-capita VMT: of the 10 states with the lowest per-
capita VMT (Lave 2006), six (Arkansas, Illinois, New York,
New Jersey, Rhode Island, and Washington) were included;
of the 10 states with the highest per-capita VMT, đve (Missis-
sippi, Missouri, NewMexico, Oklahoma, and Vermont) were
included. Emphasis was placed on surveying state DOT rep-
resentatives, although comments from the survey respondents
led to the inclusion of representatives of select MPOs for ad-
ditional insights.
ăe survey methodology consisted of four steps:
1. Review literature that suggests potential measures that
the state DOT might use to measure transporta-
tion/land use coordination. Examples included the
state’s long-range transportation plans, annual reports,
or lists of measures.
2. Examine the state DOT’s website to identify an inter-
viewee who might have an interest in this topic. ăis
examination was easiest if the website had a section
describing planning-related metrics or the importance
of transportation/land use coordination. Alternatively,
the DOT’s planning or environmental section was con-
tacted.
3. Contact the potential interviewee and ask if he or she, or
someone he or she could recommend, could discussmet-
rics the state is using or considering to assess transporta-
tion/land use coordination. In some cases, it was most
productive (in terms of obtaining responses) to email a
potential contact and then followupwith a telephone in-
terview; in other cases itwasmore productive to talk đrst
by telephone to introduce the survey, send a cover letter,
and then continue to correspond by telephone or email.
Two sample survey instruments are shown in Figure 1.
Due to concerns that sending a uniform survey to a mass
of statesmight not elicit a high response rate as the target
audience of planners in state DOTs is exposed to a large
number of surveys, every eﬀort was made to tailor the
survey questions to each DOT using information about
the DOT and a combination of telephone calls, emails
and faxes was used to obtain a response. ăus, a survey
response could arrive in the form of a telephone call, an
email that directly answered the question, an email that
referred the investigator to another contact or a particu-
lar reference document, or some combination thereof.
4. Provide additional information to the respondent or
seek clariđcation as necessary. If a telephone interview
was conducted or if the interviewee’s response included
a suggested report for further reading, a summary of the
conversation or indicators gleaned from the report was
provided to the respondent. Each interviewee was even-
tually given a summary of states’ responses, and a few of
the respondents provided additional clariđcation at that
stage. In some states, information from more than one
respondent was obtained.
ăe steps were iterative. Representatives from Minnesota,
Oklahoma, Rhode Island andUtah suggested additional con-
tacts, which led to the inclusion of two MPOs (the Wasatch
Front Regional Council and the Twin Cities Metropoli-
tan Council) and one statewide agency (the Rhode Island
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D e a r  M s . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
W h e n  y o u  h a v e  a  c o u p le  o f  m in u te s , I  w a n te d  to  g iv e  y o u  a  c a l l  re g a rd in g  a n y  p e r fo rm a n c e  m e a s u re s  th a t  
 m a y  u s e  to  a s s e s s  la n d  u s e  tra n s p o r ta t io n  c o o rd in a tio n .  
T h e  re a s o n  fo r  m y  o p e n -e n d e d  q u e s tio n  is  th a t I  h a v e  b e e n  a s k e d  to  s u m m a r iz e  h o w  s e v e ra l  s ta te s  m e a s u re  p ro g re s s  
to w a rd  c o o rd in a te d  tra n s p o r ta tio n  a n d  la n d  u s e . T h e  s u m m a ry, in  tu rn , m a y  b e  o f  in te re s t  to  V irg in ia 's  
T ra n s p o r ta t io n  A c c o u n ta b ili ty  C o m m is s io n  w h ic h  h a s  a  re s p o n s ib il i ty  o f  id e n tify in g  “ q u a n tif ia b le  o u tc o m e  
m e a s u re s  … th a t in c o rp o ra te  e ffe c tiv e  la n d -u s e  a n d  tra n s p o r ta t io n  c o o rd in a tio n .”  
I  h a v e  fo llo w e d  s o m e  o f  th e  d e v e lo p m e n ts  in    (a lth o u g h  I  a m  d e f in i te ly  n o t a n  e x p e r t) , a n d  y o u r  
s ta te 's  w e b s ite  a lre a d y  h a s  s o m e  v e ry  u s e fu l  in fo rm a tio n  re la te d  to  la n d  u s e  a n d  tra n s p o r ta t io n  c o o rd in a tio n , s u c h  a s  
th e  e v o lu tio n  o f  th e  c o n c u rre n c y  s ta tu te s , th e  la n d  u s e /tra n s p o r ta t io n  c a s e  s tu d ie s  c o n d u c te d  fo r  th e  S tra te g ic  
In te rm o d a l S y s te m  (S IS ) , a n d  th e  p e rfo rm a n c e  m e a s u re s  u s e d  b y  th e  S ta te  T ra n s p o r ta t io n  C o m m i s s io n .
H o w e v e r, th e re  a re  l ik e ly  o th e r  a s p e c ts  to  m e a s u r in g  e ffe c tiv e  tra n s p o r ta t io n /la n d  u s e  c o o rd in a tio n  in  u s e  b y  
)  th a t  I  s im p ly  a m  n o t a w a re  o f .   W o u ld  th e re  b e  a  g o o d  t im e  I  c o u ld  c o n ta c t  y o u  to  d is c u s s ?
T h a n k s  fo r  y o u r  a s s is ta n c e ,
J o h n  M ille r,  V irg in ia  T ra n s p o r ta tio n  R e s e a rc h  C o u n c il
D e a r  M r. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
I  le f t  a  m e s s a g e  o n  y o u r  p h o n e  th is  m o rn in g , b u t I  p ro m is e d  to  p u t  m y  re q u e s t  in  w r it in g . I  a m  h o p in g  th a t  y o u  c a n  
p o in t  m e  in  th e  r ig h t  d ire c tio n  o n  th is  re q u e s t:
A re  th e re  a n y  p e r fo rm a n c e  m e a s u re s  th a t   is  u s in g , o r  is  c o n s id e r in g  u s in g , to  e v a lu a te  
tra n s p o r ta tio n  a n d  la n d  u s e  c o o rd in a tio n ?
T h e  re a s o n  fo r  m y  o p e n -e n d e d  q u e s tio n  is  th a t V irg in ia  h a s  a  T ra n s p o r ta t io n  A c c o u n ta b il i ty  C o m m is s io n  th a t  h a s  
b e e n  c h a rg e d  w ith  “ id e n tify in g  q u a n tif ia b le  o u tc o m e  m e a s u re s … th a t  in c o rp o ra te  e ffe c tiv e  la n d -u s e  a n d  
tra n s p o r ta tio n  c o o rd in a tio n .”  T h e  C o m m is s io n  h a s  a s k e d  h o w  o th e r  s ta te s  m e a s u re  p ro g re s s  to w a rd  c o o rd in a te d  
t ra n s p o r ta tio n  a n d  la n d  u s e .  I  p re s e n te d  s o m e  in i t ia l  f in d in g s  to  th e  C o m m is s i o n  in  M a y, b a s e d  o n  ju s t  a  d o z e n  
s ta te s , a n d  b e c a u s e  o f  th e  in te re s t  in  th e  to p ic  w o u ld  l ik e  to  in c lu d e  a d d it io n a l  s ta te s  in  th e  s u rv e y.  ( I  c a n  p ro v id e  a  
s h o r t  s u m m a ry  o r  d e ta i le d  p re s e n ta tio n  o f  re s p o n s e  f ro m  o th e r  s ta te s  if  th a t  is  h e lp fu l , b u t  I  d id  n o t  w a n t to  
u n n e c e s s a r i ly  o v e r lo a d  y o u r  m a ilb o x  w ith  a tta c h m e n ts ! )  
(B e fo re  c o n ta c tin g  y o u  I  s a w  th a t y o u r  w e b s ite  h a s  s o m e  in fo rm a tio n  o n  th is  to p ic ;  fo r  e x a m p le , th e  S ta te w id e  
In te rm o d a l L o n g  R a n g e  P la n  m e n tio n s  c o n n e c tio n s  b e tw e e n  tra n s p o r ta tio n  a n d  la n d  u s e , a n d  o n e  p ie c e  o f  l i te ra tu re  
m e n tio n s  n o is e  a n d  la n d  u s e  c o m p a tib il i ty.  H o w e v e r, w h ile  th o s e  s o u rc e s  a re  h e lp fu l , I  s t i l l  w o u ld  w a n t to  s p e a k  
w ith  a  re p re s e n ta t iv e  o f   to  e n s u re  th a t  I  h a d  u n d e rs to o d  th o s e  s o u rc e s .)
I s  th e re  a  t im e  th a t  I  c o u ld  c a l l  y o u  to  d is c u s s ?
T h a n k  y o u  fo r  y o u r  h e lp ,
J o h n  M ille r,  V irg in ia  T ra n s p o r ta tio n  R e s e a rc h  C o u n c il ,  4 3 4 -2 9 3 -1 9 9 9
( in s e r t  
s ta te  n a m e )
( in s e r t  s ta te  n a m e )
( in s e r t  s ta te  n a m e )
( in s e r t  s ta te  n a m e )
( in s e r t  
s ta te  n a m e
Figure 1: Sample survey instruments.
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Statewide Planning Program). One respondent initially in-
dicated that the state did not have explicit performance mea-
sures at present and later, aĕer seeing a summary of metrics,
provided potential measures (but clariđed that none explic-
itly addressed transportation/land use coordination). Two re-
spondents who had given explicit transportation/land use co-
ordination measures noted upon their review of the results
from other states that they could suggest additional metrics.
ăe customization and iterative nature of this approachmeant
the survey was conducted over a four-month period.
3.2 Survey results
Responses to the survey were obtained from 25 states. Re-
spondents from seven states (Arkansas, Illinois, Mississippi,
New Jersey, Ohio, Oklahoma and South Dakota), provided
no performance indicators for transportation/land use coor-
dination, although several provided useful insights noted else-
where in this paper.
Respondents from seven of the remaining 18 states, (Ari-
zona, Florida, Maryland, New Mexico, North Carolina, Ver-
mont and Washington) provided no performance indicators
for transportation/land use coordination, but either the re-
spondent or the literature from the state suggested measures
that might potentially be used to assess such coordination.
ăus, 11 states (California, Kansas, Maine, Michigan, Min-
nesota,Missouri,NewHampshire,NewYork,Oregon, Rhode
Island and Utah) had a measure expressly designed for evalu-
ating transportation/land use coordination.
In eight of the 11 states with a performance measure, it ap-
peared that the measure had either been used in the past and
was no longer in use, was proposed for future use, or was in
development. In the three remaining states (Missouri, New
York and Oregon), there appeared to be at least one measure
currently in use that was explicitly used to assess coordination.
4 Method of analysis to determine
convergence of goals
A two-step process was used to determine whether the mea-
sures identiđed in the literature review and in the survey of
states converged toward a single goal:
1. Link eachmeasure identiđed in the literature review and
the survey of states andMPOs to a speciđc goal of trans-
portation/land use coordination.
2. Determine whether the identiđedmeasures converge to-
ward a single unifying goal. It was hypothesized that al-
though the measures were diverse, they might all rep-
resent diﬀerent dimensions of the same goal. (For ex-
ample, it could be argued that the two metrics of crash
rate and number of near-misses are uniđed by a goal of
improving safety.) To determine whether the measures
converged, four scenarios were developed. Each has the
support of a particular group of stakeholders. ăen, for
each measure, the extent to which the four scenarios
moved the measures in a similar direction was assessed,
thereby indicating the degree of consistency among the
measures.
4.1 Linkage of performancemeasures to goals
Each measure identiđed in the literature review was placed
in the context of one of seven speciđc goals of transporta-
tion/land use coordination:
1. Increase the number of transportation options (use
modal data).
2. Increase the number of transportation options (do not
use modal data).
3. Improve the quality of existing transport options.
4. Improve public services or economic growth.
5. Protect or manage corridors.
6. Align state and local eﬀorts.
7. Reduce land consumption (and other environmental
measures).
ăese seven goals were developed in an iterative fashion.
Five were developed aĕer obtaining measures from 12 states
and three MPOs. As information was obtained from addi-
tional states, it became necessary to add goal 4 (improve pub-
lic services or economic growth) and to combine what were
formerly two goals into what is now goal 5 (protect or man-
age corridors). ăediversity ofmeasures that fell into a former
general goal of “improving transportation” suggested that that
goal could be divided into goals 1, 2, and 3.
In some cases, this step was straightforward: for example,
theNewHampshire respondent gave a measure of “percent of
interregional corridor miles with corridor management/land
use plans,” which could be linked to goal 5 (corridor manage-
ment) with a high degree of certainty. In other cases, more
eﬀort was necessary. For example, California’s respondent
noted “the three Es” (economy, environment, and equity) and
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referred the authors to the California Transportation Plan
(California Department of Transportation 2006). ăe plan
listed several metrics, such as percentage of workers within 15
minutes of employment, under the goal of “improving travel
choices.” Accordingly, the authors linked those measures to
goal 2, but clearly other linkages were feasible.
Not all stakeholders might view the seven goals as equally
worthwhile. For example, some might argue that goals 1, 2
and 5, which emphasize the ability to move within the net-
work, should be eschewed in favor of goals that assess the
ease with which destinations can be reached. From this per-
spective, metrics based on access to centers or the ability to
move from one destination to another might be preferred to
mobility-oriented measures such as minutes of delay.
4.2 Determination of goal convergence under four
scenarios
ăe four scenarios used to determine goal convergencewere as
follows:
1. Compact development, marketing eﬀorts, zoning poli-
cies and new technologies for cleaning brownđeld sites
result in a higher proportion of homes and businesses be-
ing placed in the central business district and inđll areas.
2. Congestion reduction. New technologies allow vehicles
to be spaced muchmore closely together, thereby reduc-
ing congestion in the short term.
3. Reduced transit costs. New technologies reduce the
maintenance costs for existing transit systems and the
capital costs for new transit systems.
4. Local autonomy. A large sum of money is made avail-
able to localities to invest in land acquisition (e.g., for
the preservation of rural areas, or to purchase right-of-
way for transportation infrastructure) or transportation
acquisition (e.g., for the purchase of additional highway
or transit infrastructure, or to support additional main-
tenance of highways or transit systems). Such a scenario
might also appeal because it can address the cited prob-
lem (Vanka et al. 2005) of one agency controlling land
development and another agency controlling transporta-
tion investments.
ăe four scenarios were chosen because they each appear to
have a diﬀerent supporting constituency; that is, stakeholders
who favor greater local autonomy are not necessarily the same
stakeholders who favor increased compact development. ăe
scenarios also reĔect diﬀerent emphasis areas both by mode
(see scenarios 2 and 3) and by objective (see scenarios 1 and
4). Each scenario is designed to include initiatives taken or
inĔuenced by a state DOT.
5 Potential performancemeasures and linkage
with goals
5.1 List of performancemeasures and linkage with goals
Table 1 lists the 41 potential measures and the 46 applications
of these measures gleaned from the literature and the survey
of 25 states andMPOs, and links each metric with one of the
seven speciđc goals of transportation/land use coordination
described previously.
ăe performance measures can be described in terms of
their linked goals as follows.
1. Increase the number of transportation options (with use of
modal data). Five measures using data on changes in a
speciđc mode supported the goal of providing multiple
transportation options (goal 1). Examples include per-
centage of commuters driving alone to work, number of
persons using other (e.g., non-auto) modes other modes,
and number of spaces used at park-and-ride facilities.
2. Increase the number of transportation options without use
of modal data). Nine metrics that did not use data de-
rived from direct observations of mode use supported
goal 1. Examples include miles of bicycle and pedes-
trian (bike/ped) facilities constructed, percentage of
jobs within a particular distance of transit facilities, and
ratio of the cost of non-auto travel to automobile travel
(where cost is a general function that includes monetary
expenditures and travel time).
3. ImproĂe the quality of existing transport options. ăree
states noted indicators that support qualitative improve-
ment of current transportation options, such as reduc-
tion of person-hours of delay, customer satisfaction with
transportation options, and diﬀerence between actual
and ideal travel times. As shown by the indicators from
NewHampshire andArizona, therewas overlap between
this goal and goal 4.
4. ImproĂe public services or economic growth. Four indica-
tors reĔected improved delivery of public or private ser-
vices, such as cost of đre protection, travel time to schools
or reduction in consumer costs (food, clothing goods)
per person attributable to interstate highways.
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5. Protect or manage corridors. Six metrics were associ-
ated with avoiding conĔicts between needed right-of-
way and development or with improving the manage-
ment of existing corridors. One example is the number
of jurisdictions that have adopted development regula-
tions protecting land adjacent to airports from develop-
ment, another is the number of jurisdictions where state
and local plans are in agreement regarding how an exist-
ing arterial will be managed.
6. Align state and local eﬀorts. One goal of transporta-
tion/land use coordination is simply to coordinate state
and local eﬀorts as opposed to achieving a speciđc policy.
Examples include the number of locations where trans-
portation/land use coordination studies are undertaken,
customer satisfaction with coordination, and the num-
ber of transportation projects listed in the region’s com-
prehensive plan.
7. Reduce land consumption (and other enĂironmental mea-
sures). Examples include the percentage of jobs or em-
ployment indesiredurban areas, amount of undeveloped
land converted, and comparison of this amount of land
with the population growth rate. Environmental mea-
sures, such as air pollutant levels or wetlands taken, were
also suggested as indicators of the quality of transporta-
tion/land use coordination.
5.2 Caveats regarding list of performancemeasures
ăere are three caveats regarding the list of performance mea-
sures shown in Table 1.
1. To facilitate comparisons across states, state-speciĖc termi-
nology was aĂoided. For example, the diﬀerence between
actual intercity travel time and the intercity travel time
that would result from dividing the straight line distance
by the speed limit is referred to by Arizona as the “Inter-
city Travel Time Connectivity” (Cambridge Systemat-
ics, Inc. 2004). Maine uses the term accessibility tomean
“the ability to get from one destination to another read-
ily,” and since accessibility may have diﬀerent meanings
for diﬀerent audiences (see Levinson and Krizek 2008,
Handy 2005 or Harris 2001 for a detailed treatment
of accessibility), the deđnition, rather than the word, is
used in Table 1.
2. Judgment was required to classify these measures. For ex-
ample, Maine listed a performance measure as “travel
time to work” andNewHampshire listed a performance
measure as “the ratio of corridor to free Ĕow travel
times.” Although both reĔect transportation system per-
formance, they were placed in diﬀerent categories as
the Maine respondent indicated that the metric assesses
the ability to get from one destination to another read-
ily whereas the New Hampshire respondent noted that
the metric supports economic vitality. Rhode Island
provided four objectives (emphasize growth in develop-
ment centers, preserve open space, preserve functionality
of transportation corridors, and reserve land for trans-
portation use) and two measures (rate of growth of the
urbanized area relative to population growth rate and
completion of one corridor study per year). Table 1 links
the đrst two objectiveswith the đrstmeasure and the sec-
ond two objectives with the second measure.
ăe most diﬃcult classiđcations were those where an
indicator was provided but was not intended to eval-
uate transportation/land use coordination. For exam-
ple, Vermont’s respondent noted that the state had no
metrics directly addressing transportation/land use co-
ordination but referred the authors to the state’s per-
formance measures report (Vermont Agency of Trans-
portation 2007). A metric in this report, “the record
of mileage for bicycle/pedestrian facilities constructed,”
was linked by the authors to goal 2, “increase transporta-
tion options,” but arguably could support other goals.
Maryland’s respondent provided no explicit metrics for
transportation/land use coordination, but because the
state’s annual attainment reports emphasized TODwith
one goal being to improve air quality (MarylandDepart-
ment of Transportation 2006), Maryland’s measure of
tons of volatile organic compounds by region was linked
to the goal of improving the environment.
3. ąe lack of an indicator does not denote a lack of trans-
portation/land use coordination eﬀorts. Examples include
Vermont (eﬀorts in stormwater management), Illinois
(funds to urban areas to coordinate transportation/land
use planning), and the several states involved with access
management.
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Table 1: Potential transportation/land use coordination performance measures at a glance.
Goal Performance Measure State or
MPO 






1. Percentage of commuters driving alone to work
(Washington State Department of Transportation
2006c)
WA (1) Active No
2. Number of persons using other (e.g. non-auto) modesƝ
(California Department of Transportation 2006; Maryland
Department of Transportation 2006)
MD (2) Active No
CA (3) Appears not
active
Yes
3. Number of spaces used at park and ride facilities (Maryland
Department of Transportation 2006; Vermont Agency of
Transportation 2007)
MD (4) Active No
VT (5) Active No
4. Vehicle miles traveled per capita (North Jersey
Transportation Planning Authority 2005)
NJTPA (6) Active Possibly




6. Ability to get from one destination to another readily,
where destinations include jobs, retail and tourist stops,
and transit services
ME (8) Proposed Yes
7. Percentage of housing units built by location type (e.g.,
rural growth center, developing area, remaining rural
area, developed area)(Metropolitan Council 2004,
2006)
TCMC (9) Active Yes
8. Percentage of jobs/population within particular distance
of transit or modes available (California Department of
Transportation 2006)
CA (10) Appears not
active
Yes
9. Miles of bike/ped facilities constructed (Vermont
Agency of Transportation 2007)
VT (11) Active No
10. Number of routes designated as bicycle facilities NM (12) Active Appears to be No
11. Number of attractions within a threshold travel time OR (13) Active Yes
12. Ratio of cost of non-auto travel to cost of auto travel,
where cost includes in-vehicle time, waiting time, and
operator expenditures (Reiﬀ and Gregor 2005) 
OR (14) Proposed Yes
13. Access to centers NJTPA (15) Proposed Yes







15. Satisfaction with transportation options (Missouri
Department of Transportation 2007)
MO (18) Active No
16. Person-hours of delay NY (19) Active Yes
17. Average delay per trip; percentage of person-miles by
LOS AZ (20) Active No
18. Real intercity travel time minus (straight-line distance
divided by speed limit)
Continued
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Table 1: Potential transportation/land use coordination performance measures at a glance.
Goal Performance Measure State or
MPO 







19. Response time for đre, police, and rescue and travel time
for schools
ME (21) Proposed Yes
20. Cost of municipal services (đre, police, rescue) and travel
times for schools
ME (22) Proposed Yes
21. Reduction in consumer costs attributable to better
transport (Kansas Department of Transportation 2007)
KS (23) Proposed Yes, to support
economic growth
(land use)





23. Number of jurisdictions that have regulations protecting
land adjacent to airports from development (Washington
State Department of Transportation 2006b)
WA (25) Active No
24. Miles of roadway for which agreements are in place

















27. Percentage of interregional corridor miles with corridor
management/land use plans
NH (29) Proposed Yes
28. Agreements between state and local plans (Minnesota
Department of Transportation 2003)
MN (30) Inactive Yes
29. Complete 1 corridor study per year (Rhode Island
Statewide Planning Program 2004)
RI (31) Proposed Yes
Align state and
local eﬀorts
30. Locations where state and integrated transportation
studies are undertaken (North Jersey Transportation
Planning Authority 2005)
NJTPA (32) Active Yes
31. Jurisdictions with current active local plans (Utah
Tomorrow Strategic Planning Committee 2003)
UT (33) Inactive Yes
NC (34) Active No (required by law)
32. Customer satisfaction with coordination (Missouri
Department of Transportation 2007)
MO (35) Active Yes
33. Customer/stakeholder satisfaction rating (Wilbur Smith
Associates 2006)
MI (36) Proposed Yes
34. Transportation projects are listed in regional
transportation plan (Cambridge Systematics, Inc. 2004)
AZ (37) Active Noơ
Continued
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Table 1: Potential transportation/land use coordination performance measures at a glance.
Goal Performance Measure State or
MPO 








35. Percentage of jobs or population in urban centers (North
Jersey Transportation Planning Authority 2005)
NJTPA (38) Active Yes
36. Population density (North Jersey Transportation
Planning Authority 2005)
NJTPA (39) Active Yes
37. Geographical expansion of urbanized area compared to
population growth rate (Rhode Island Statewide
Planning Program 2004)
RI(40) Proposed Yes
38. Conversion of undeveloped land (Minnesota
Department of Transportation 2003)
MN (41) Inactive Yes
39. Loss of farmland, open space, habitat, forest land acreage
or loss of historic resources or of speciđed/designated
visual assets.
ME (42) Proposed Yes
40. Loss of wetlands CA (43) Proposed Yes
41. Measured O3, NOx , CO, and estimated (or measured)
CO2 (Maryland Department of Transportation 2006;
Minnesota Department of Transportation 2003)
MN (44) Not certain No
MD (45) Active No
NY (46) Active Yes
Total 41 diﬀerent performance measures (or 46 applications of such measures)




 State abbreviations: AZ (Arizona), California (CA), Florida (FL), Kansas (KS), Maryland (MD), Maine (ME), Michigan (MI),
Minnesota (MN), Missouri (MO), NewHampshire (NH), NewMexico (NM), New York (NY), North Carolina (NC), Oregon (OR),
Rhode Island (RI), Utah (UT), Vermont (VT),Washington (WA). Seven other states did not indicate speciđc performance measures for
transportation/land use coordination, although some oﬀered insights noted elsewhere: Arkansas, Illinois, Mississippi, New Jersey, Ohio,
Oklahoma, and South Dakota.
 Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) abbreviations: NJTPA (North Jersey Transportation Planning Authority), TCMC (Twin
Cities Metropolitan Council), WFRC (Wasatch Front Regional Council).
Ƙ Active (currently used), Proposed (considered for future use), Inactive (no longer used or being modiđed).
 Yes (state or MPO uses metric to mark progress toward transportation/land use coordination); No (state or MPO does not necessarily
use measure to measure progress toward such coordination).
 ăese performance measures are computed by measuring changes in mode of travel.
Ɯ ăis metric was listed under this goal because Maine indicated that it measures the ability to get from one destination to another readily.
Ɲ ăese performance measures are computed by measuring characteristics in addition to changes in travel mode.
 ăis metric is listed under this goal because the Twin Cities Metropolitan Council noted a policy of encouraging “growth and
reinvestment in centers with convenient access to transportation corridors” (Metropolitan Council 2004).
 Oregon is piloting additional indices, such as a travel cost index based on the cost of traveling to a variety of destination types (e.g.,
employment, shopping, and recreational).
Ơ Several additional performance measures for theWasatch Front Regional Council were later provided, such as miles of new capacity
projects potentially impacting historical neighborhoods.
ơ Arizona noted that this metric ensures that “transportation (and, indirectly, land use) decisions are consistent across diﬀerent tiers of
government” (Cambridge Systematics, Inc. 2004).
 Rhode Island later provided additional performance measures pertaining to mode split, transit, bike path construction, and emergency
response (Rhode Island Statewide Planning Program 2006).
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6 Goal convergence under the four scenarios
ăe degree of consistency shown in Table 1 may be quanti-
đed by considering whether initiatives taken or inĔuenced by
a state DOT will tend to move the performance measures in
a similar direction. For example, a state DOT may choose to
expand freeways in congested areas where there is latent de-
mand. If this latent demand is assumed to be strong, such that
the increased demand does not signiđcantly alter the level of
congestion that existed prior to the expansion, then measure
5 in Table 1 (travel time to work) may be unaﬀected whereas
measure 1 (percentage of commuters driving alone to work)
should show adetrimental change (sincemore commuterswill
now be driving alone). In contrast, if this latent demand is as-
sumed tobeweak, such that the increaseddemand still reduces
congestion overall, then measure 5 should show a beneđcial
change (since travel times will be reduced) whereas measure 1
should still show a detrimental change.
Under both assumptions concerning latent demand, the
two performance measures are not consistent. A similar anal-
ysismay be applied across scenarios. For example, the highway
expansion scenario just presented could be contrasted with a
scenario of improving transit service. To the extent that both
scenarios reduce congestion (at least in the short term), the
two measures would be consistent across the two scenarios.
6.1 Expected eﬀects of the four scenarios on potential
performancemeasures
Table 2 shows the expected eﬀects of the four scenarios de-
đned previously on each performance measure listed in Ta-
ble 1.
As might be expected, some performance measure changes
in Table 2 are speculative. For example, reducing transit costs
might encourage inđll development and thus reduce new ex-
urban development along with highway construction and as-
sociated wetlands takings. Alternatively, reduced transit costs
might encourage development along certain exurban corri-
dors. A third possibility is that eﬀects on land development
might be small if the area already enjoyed high accessibility
(Meyer and Miller 2001). Passing the cost reductions on to
users in the form of increased service frequency would be ex-
pected to produce a larger eﬀect than a simple reduction in
fares to the extent that transit demand is more sensitive to ser-
vice than cost (Sinha and Labi 2007).
To the extent that the data in Table 2 are accurate, an aggre-
gate comparison of the scenarios initially suggests that some
measures are preferable to others. In the extreme, Table 2 sug-
gests that local autonomy should be increased and all locali-
ties should be encouraged to increase transit subsidies. How-
ever, such a comparison presumes that each of the 41measures
shown in Table 2 carries equal weight among decisionmakers,
which is likely not the case. In fact, some stakeholders might
emphasize one or just a few of the metrics in Table 2 to the
exclusion of all others. Further, if decision makers were pre-
sented with the four scenarios shown, it is quite possible that
some constituents would support all four scenarios and that
each scenariowould attract at least some constituents. Amore
interesting comparison, therefore, is to examine consistency
within the measures across each of the four scenarios.
For the 41measures shown inTable 2, slightly less thanone-
half (20) show a conĔict among the four scenarios, where one
scenario shows an increase in the performance measure and
another shows a decrease. For example, the compact devel-
opment scenario increases the metric deđned as “percentage
of commuters driving alone to work”; the reduced vehicular
congestion scenario decreases the value of this measure. Re-
ducing transit costs should decrease the measure “ratio of cost
of non-auto travel to cost of auto travel,” whereas reduced con-
gestion should increase this ratio. Not all metrics result in a
conĔict in Table 2; e.g., access to centers should be improved
whether one reduces vehicular congestion or transit costs, and
there is no evidence that the other two scenarios (compact de-
velopment and increased local autonomy) would reduce such
access. ăe salient characteristic of Table 2, however, is that
for almost one half of the metrics identiđed, a conĔict is evi-
dent among at least two of the four scenarios—and each of the
four scenarios could be viewed as a positive development by at
least some stakeholders. ăe lack of conĔict associated with
the remaining measures does not guarantee consensus, as the
eﬀects are speculative.
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1. Percentage of commuters driving alone to work  Decrease Increase Decrease Speculative
2. Number of persons using other modes  Increase Decrease Increase Speculative
3. Number of spaces used at park-and-ride facilities  Speculative Speculative Increase Speculative
4. Vehicle miles traveled per capita  Decrease Increase Decrease Speculative
5. Travel time to work  Speculative Decrease Speculative Speculative
6. Travel distance to work  Decrease Increase Speculative Speculative
7. Ability to get from one destination to another readily  Increase Increase Increase Speculative
8. Percentage of housing units built by location type  Increase Decrease Speculative Speculative
9. Percentage of jobs/population within particular distance of transit  Increase Decrease Increase Speculative
10. Miles of bike/ped facilities constructed  Increase Decrease Speculative Speculative
11. Number of routes designated as bicycle facilities  Increase Decrease Speculative Speculative
12. Number of attractions within a threshold travel time  Speculative Increase Speculative Speculative
13. Ratio of cost of non-auto travel to cost of auto travel  Decrease Increase Decrease Speculative
14. Access to centers  Speculative Increase Increase Speculative
15. Ratio of jobs to housing  Increase Decrease Speculative Speculative
16. Satisfaction with transportation options  Speculative Speculative Increase Speculative
17. Person-hours of delay  Speculative Decrease Speculative Speculative
18. Average [vehicle] delay per trip  Increase Decrease Decrease Speculative
19. Response time for đre, etc.  Speculative Decrease Speculative Speculative
20. Cost of above municipal services  Decrease Increase Speculative Speculative
21. Reduction in consumer costs attributable to better transport  Increase Decrease Decrease Speculative
22. Ratio of actual corridor travel time to free Ĕow travel time  Increase Decrease Speculative Speculative
23. Number of jurisdictions that have adopted regulations protecting land
adjacent to airports from development 
Speculative Speculative Speculative Speculative
24. Miles of roadway for which agreements are in place (between state DOT
and local government) 
Speculative Speculative Speculative Speculative
25. Alignment of strategic highway corridors and land use overlay  Speculative Speculative Speculative Speculative
26. Arterials where an access management plan has been established  Speculative Speculative Speculative Speculative
Continued
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27. Percentage of interregional corridor miles with corridor
management/land use plans 
Speculative Speculative Speculative Increase
28. Agreements between state and local plans  Speculative Speculative Speculative Speculative
29. Complete one corridor study per year  Speculative Speculative Speculative Increase
30. Locations where state and integrated transportation studies are
undertaken 
Speculative Speculative Speculative Increase
31. Jurisdictions with current active local plans  Speculative Speculative Speculative Increase
32. Customer satisfaction with coordination  Speculative Speculative Speculative Increase
33. Customer/Stakeholder satisfaction rating  Speculative Increase Increase Speculative
34. Transportation projects are listed in the regional transportation plan  Speculative Speculative Speculative Speculative
35. Percentage of jobs or population in urban centers  Increase Decrease Speculative Speculative
36. Population density  Increase Decrease Speculative Speculative
37. Geographical expansion of the urbanized area  Decrease Increase Speculative Speculative
38. Conversion of undeveloped land  Decrease Increase Speculative Speculative
39. Loss of farmland, open space, etc.  Decrease Increase Speculative Speculative
40. Loss of wetlands  Decrease Increase Speculative Speculative
41. Emissions (measured O3, NOx , CO and estimated [or measured] CO2  Decrease Increase Decrease Speculative
Total number of cases where performance measure value increased 12 14 7 5
Total number of beneđcial changes 19 5 12 5
Total number of detrimental changes 3 18 0 0
 A beneđcial change is one where the value of the performance measure increases.
 A beneđcial change is one where the value of the performance measure decreases.
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6.2 Limitations to determining the eﬀects of scenarios
on each performancemeasure
ăe eﬀects shown in Table 2 are based on the literature
(Burchell et al. 2002; Parsons Brinckerhoﬀ õuade & Dou-
glas, Inc. 1999) and on the researchers’ judgment. ăe ef-
fects of each scenario on eachmetric aremerely the “expected”
impacts for several reasons. Each scenario may have unin-
tended consequences; although (Parsons Brinckerhoﬀõuade
& Douglas, Inc. 1999) reported that compact development
is generally expected to reduce demand for motorized travel,
the same source noted that local conditions (e.g., diﬀerences
in zoning policies) may cause variation in expected develop-
ment impacts. Some eﬀects are not immediate: changes in
land development generally require more time than changes
in motorists’ route preferences (Parsons Brinckerhoﬀ õuade
&Douglas, Inc. 1999). External inĔuences, such as variations
in fuel price and school quality, may also aﬀect the impacts
shown in Table 2 (Burchell et al. 2002).
Some assumptions were required to complete Table 2. Al-
though a reduction in VMTwill reduce emissions, trips made
in urban areas tend to include more cold starts (due to less
trip chaining) and lower speeds than trips in rural areas (Stone
et al.2007), bothofwhich increase emissions. ăeassumption
in Table 2 is that, consistent with the literature (Ewing et al.
2008), the emissions increase attributable to these two fac-
tors is exceededby the reduction attributable to reducedVMT
that would be seen in a compact area. Table 2 also assumes
that the reduction in water and sewer costs that have been cal-
culated for the case of compact development (Burchell et al.
2002) would extend to the case of provision of emergency
medical services and schools. For the performance measure
“reduction in consumer costs attributable to better transport,”
judgment was used; it could be argued that lower-cost tran-
sit systems would have no impact since many goods are trans-
ported by truck. However, reduction in the cost of transit
for employees, whether manifested as a fare reduction or an
increase in service levels, may still reduce the overall cost of
goods, thus a “decreased” value in this performancemeasure is
shown for this scenario.
Despite the authors’ willingness to accept certain assump-
tions, the eﬀects of changes in some performancemeasures are
too variable to determine. For example, under the compact
development scenario, the number of spaces used at a park-
and-ride facility could increase (especially if clustered hous-
ing enabled residents to share auto trips to a central business
district outside their local residential area) or the number of
spaces at park-and-ride facilities could drop if compact devel-
opment enabledmore people to avoid auto-dependentmodes
altogether. Similarly, values formany of the performancemea-
sures related to aligning state and local eﬀorts, such as cus-
tomer satisfaction with coordination, are speculative for sce-
narios 1 and 2. A sudden decrease in congestion should im-
prove customer satisfaction to the extent that congestion is a
concern, but some customers might be more concerned with
reduction in VMT, in which case customer satisfaction would
not improve. For these situations, the value “speculative” is
shown in Table 2.
7 Discussion
7.1 Variation in performancemeasures
ăemeasures listed in Table 1 vary substantially across six at-
tributes: (1) supporting data that comprise the metrics, (2)
aspects of coordination emphasized by the metrics, (3) use of
target values, (4) current status of the metrics, (5) terminol-
ogy used in discussing the performance measures, and (6) ge-
ographical scope.
Supporting data that comprise the metrics
Ohio noted a distinction between measures based on (past)
observed values and indicators based on (future) model out-
puts. Supporting data for these measures fall into three cate-
gories:
1. Observations of system performance. Examples include
number of commuters traveling to work by various
modes, amount of land consumed in a given year,
and customer satisfaction with transportation options.
ăese observations can be measured directly and do not
require inference or judgment, except in terms of how
the data are sampled or collected.
2. Information derived Ěom models. A detailed example is
a utility function that incorporates waiting time, travel
time and out-of-pocket expenditures to determine a gen-
eralized cost for each mode of transportation, which
can then be compared to the generalized cost of auto
travel. Modeled emissions or VMT per person may also
be placed in this category.
3. Administrative actions taken by relevant actors. An exam-
ple is theWashington StateDOT’s technique of tracking
airport land use compatibility by determining the num-
ber of jurisdictions that have adopted draĕ policies, for-
malized these policies, and formally adopted regulations
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protecting airport lands from encroachment by develop-
ment (Washington State Department of Transportation
2006a).
In several cases, supporting data may be assigned to more
than one category depending on resources available. For ex-
ample, Florida stated that the number of miles of roadway for
which signed agreements are in place between the state and
the locale regarding accessmanagement (anobservationof sys-
tem performance) would be an ideal measure; however, be-
cause monitoring such an indicator might require signiđcant
resources, a starting point could be simply the number of de-
velopment review meetings attended by state DOT staﬀ (ad-
ministrative actions).
Aspects of coordination emphasized by the metrics
Table 1 shows that diﬀerent measures can accentuate diﬀer-
ent policy goals. Some clearly favor process over physical out-
come. For example, Missouri noted that metrics are used
“more directly for the coordination, much less so for the land
use.” In this vein, measures address agreement between gov-
ernment entities (or other stakeholders)Ʋ rather than empha-
sizing a particular physical outcome such as Rhode Island’s
expansion of the urbanized area. A single indicator may
even support multiple foci. For example, although Califor-
nia noted its long-range plan, which in turn emphasizes im-
proved travel choices, it also noted that determining whether
people can travel within a reasonable time to desired destina-
tions might be used to determine the impact on equity.
As may be inferred from Table 1, measures may be estab-
lished to assess intermediate steps or long-term objectives.
New York stated that one goal of eﬃcient land use is reduced
person-hours of delay but also noted the possibility of devel-
oping intermediate goals. New Hampshire’s indicator of per-
centage of interregional corridor miles with corridor manage-
ment/land use plans might be one such intermediate goal.
As an illustration of an area of emphasis, one view of trans-
portation/land use coordination is the promotion of growth
in desired locations. Table 3 shows the relative strengths and
weaknesses of four metrics that may be used to quantify such
growth. For example, although the đrst metric shown (per-
centage of built households by location types) can indicate the
extent to which pristine land is protected, it may not reĔect
eﬀorts that improve the quality of life in inđll areas if such ef-
forts do not aﬀect the area’s density.
Ʋ Levinson and Krizek (2008) refer to this as “process equity” to the
extent it reĔects equal inclusion in the planning process.
Use of target values
Most states surveyed did not set explicit targets for measures.
Exceptions were New Mexico (designate 500 miles of bike-
ways annually); Vermont (construct more than four miles of
bikeways annually); Washington (aim for 10 jurisdictions per
year that adopt regulations protecting land adjacent to air-
ports from development); and Rhode Island (allow the geo-
graphic size of the urbanized area to expand by no more than
the population growth rate, which was forecast to be 2.5% in
2010 and 3.5% in 2020). To the extent that metrics should
contrast the current and desired state of the system (Levin-
son and Krizek 2008), targets can provide a context for evalu-
ation; for example, although it is generally desirable to min-
imize wetland loss, setting a target value based on previous
years or current practicemakes it possible to characterize acres
of wetland lost (measure 40) as good or poor, and then to take
action as appropriate.
Current status of the metrics
Some metrics have not been đnalized because they have been
initiated only recently. For example, the Wasatch Front Re-
gional Council representative noted several possible indica-
tors: ratio of jobs to housing, mix of residential and commer-
cial uses, and whether a jurisdiction is implementing smart
growth principles. Oregon’s auto dependence index is being
considered by one MPO on an experimental basis. Kansas
is planning to identify metrics in addition to its metric of
an annual per-person reduction in consumer costs ($1297)
attributable to interstate highways (Kansas Department of
Transportation 2007). New York is planning to develop in-
termediate outcome measures related to the đnal goals of re-
duced auto congestion and reduced emissions. Finally, al-
though Arizona currently has no explicit measures for trans-
portation/land use coordination, it is conducting a study of
transportation/land use coordination; the investigators were
not taskedwithdevelopingmeasures, but the study resultsmay
suggest the development and application of measures.
Somemetrics are evolving in response to policy changes. In
the past,Minnesota has tracked the percentage of cities, towns
and counties with plans that support state corridors. Sup-
porting plans include grid networks to relieve arterial conges-
tion or oﬃcial maps of right-of-way the state will need. How-
ever, the state is considering moving in a diﬀerent policy di-
rection. Similarly, it appears that Utah’s tracking of the num-
ber of counties with general plans (Utah Tomorrow Strategic
Planning Committee 2003), has been discontinued.
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Table 3:Metrics that can be used to assess whether growth occurs in desired locations.
Performance Measure Strength Limitation
Percentage of built households by
location type
Captures location of new development Only examines new growth and does
not consider rehabilitation eﬀorts in
existing neighborhoods
Percentage of jobs within a certain
distance of transit
Focuses on the end result: Can
individuals get to work?
By itself, does not diagnose whether
obstacles relate to impedance or job
opportunities
Ratio of jobs to housing Considers a basic need: Are
employment opportunities and
population growth matched?
InĔuenced by other factors such as
retirement population, job types,
housing costs, and socioeconomic status
Ratio of the cost of auto travel to
non-auto travel
Can help determine whether “desired
locations” truly reduce transport costs
Good performance can be obtained
through degradation of the auto mode
(without improvement to non-auto
modes)
Note:Other metrics that could be used include travel distance to work; ability to get from one destination to another read-
ily; number of attractions within a threshold travel time; access to centers; percent of jobs or population in urban centers;
agreement between state and local plans; and geographical expansion of urbanized area.
Other metrics are evolving because improvements are
needed. For example, the North Jersey Transportation Plan-
ning Authority noted that per-capita VMT is the product of
trip frequency and trip length, but that planners inĔuence
only the latter (through access to centers), leading the re-
spondent to focus on measures that address access to various
types of centers (e.g., jobs training centers, Medicaid facili-
ties). Others have also noted that per-capita VMT is a weak
measure because it may decline if either congestion or poverty
grows (Reiﬀ and Gregor 2005). Notably, the Oregon respon-
dent commented that it is diﬃcult to đnd measures that are
both meaningful and readily explainable to the public.
Terminology used in discussing the performance measures
Two anecdotes from the survey suggested that the words cho-
sen to describe performance measures can aﬀect how those
measures are received by diﬀerent stakeholders. In Florida,
for example, it was critical to diﬀerentiate between “corridor
protection” and “corridor management” when communicat-
ing with localities;. “corridor protection” had a negative con-
notation of state eﬀorts to acquire inexpensive right-of-way
and “corridor management” had a more positive connotation
of eitherminimizing additional corridor access points ormax-
imizing coordination with local governments with regard to
adjacent traﬃc generators. In addition, the fact that several re-
spondents noted that thesemetrics may be computed by some
other entity (e.g., the California Environmental Protection
Agency rather than Caltrans may track the number of wet-
lands) highlights the importance of using terminology that is
equally acceptable to diﬀerent agencies.
Geographical scope
Most measures in Table 1 may be applied at the state, regional
or jurisdictional level. However, three observations suggest
that the state’s role may be one of supporting regions in the
computation of these measures rather than setting a statewide
target.
1. In three of the states indicated in Table 1, an answer was
provided because of the stateDOT’s links with anMPO
or state land use agency. In only one case did the re-
spondent note that the indicator measures transporta-
tion/land use coordination and that a target value had
been set. ăe indicator was given by a state (Rhode Is-
land) planning agency, not the state DOT.
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2. Respondents from three states (Arkansas, Michigan and
South Dakota) noted that their states do not con-
trol land development. Any policy goal of transporta-
tion/land use coordination must recognize the legal en-
vironment in which such goals may be achieved (Michi-
gan Department of Transportation and Wilbur Smith
Associates 2006) which in Michigan referred to home
rule and property rights.
3. ăe key value for a particular measure—jobs/housing
balance—may be intrinsically regional. It was noted at
a meeting of a planning commission in theWashington,
D.C. region (Transportation Accountability Commis-
sion 2007) that a jobs/housing balance of 1.6 was a use-
ful threshold for the Washington, DC, region. A value
higher than 1.6 would indicate that the region is im-
porting workers (McClain and Fuller 2003; Transporta-
tion Accountability Commission 2007) from localities
outside the Washington, D.C., region—and thus con-
tributing to the need for longer commutes. ăe impli-
cation was that a value of 1.6 or below might mean the
workers would not have to live outside the region and
thus presumably commutes would be shortened and de-
velopment at the periphery of the region would be less-
ened. ăis value of 1.6 depends on both the characteris-
tics of the region andwhere the boundary of the region is
placed. For example, in another location, a jobs/housing
average ratio of 1.25 was noted (Singa et al. 2004), sug-
gesting a diﬀerent threshold value than that for Wash-
ington, DC.ăis observation supports comments made
at themeeting that somemeasures may be appropriate at
the regional rather than the state level (Transportation
Accountability Commission 2007).
7.2 Commonality in performancemeasures for states
Although the measures in Table 1 show substantial variation,
two trends are evident for states. First, metrics are more likely
to be active if they rely on data traditionally collected by states.
Excluding MPOs, 39 performance measure applications were
suggested, with 16 (41%) being active. Not surprisingly, 10 of
these relate to three goals closest to the historical mission of
stateDOTs and thus rely on data states are likely to collect: in-
crease transportation options (based onmeasuring changes in
modal split), improve the quality of these options, and align
state and local eﬀorts. (Alternatively, the ratios of active to
proposed metrics for these goals were 67%, 100%, and 60%,
respectively.) By contrast, for the two goals of improving pub-
lic services/economic growth and protecting/managing corri-
dors, supporting measures rely on local land use data that are
oĕennot collected by states; thus, only one of the 11 proposed
measures in these areas was active (9%).
Second, themetrics are inĔuenced by factors other than ve-
hicular congestion. In fact, when the 23 metrics that states
established explicitly to assess transportation/land use coor-
dination are considered, an improved score would likely be
evident in only seven of the metrics if a state were suddenly
able to move all vehicular traﬃc at free Ĕow speeds. (e.g., re-
sponse times for EMS or ratio of corridor travel time to free
Ĕow travel time.) Poorer scores would likely result for eight of
themetrics, (e.g., the ratio of non-auto travel cost to auto travel
cost). For another eight metrics (e.g., the number of jurisdic-
tionswith active regional plans), it is not possible to determine
how the elimination of congestion would aﬀect the metric.
7.3 Consistency among the performancemeasures for
diverse scenarios
A straightforward lesson drawn from this discussion is that
transportation/land use coordination measures at the state
level have not fully matured. As evidence, one could note
that transportation/land use coordination requires a multi-
faceted perspective, yet each metric in Table 1 reĔects, by it-
self, just one of several necessary dimensions of performance.
For example, the metric “customer satisfaction” reĔects—in
part—thequality-of-life dimension, but not necessarily the re-
source conservation or đnancial dimensions noted by Sinha
and Labi (2007) (which could be captured by the loss of farm-
land metric or the reduction in consumer cost metric, respec-
tively). Alternatively, this customer satisfactionmetric reĔects
the experiential dimension but not necessarily the equity, ex-
pedience, environmental and eﬃciency dimensions outlined
by Levinson and Krizek (2008), the last of which is partly ad-
dressed by the “conversion of undeveloped land” metric. Fur-
ther, some of this paper’s đndings address concerns raised in
the survey, e.g. incentives for coordination (Armstrong et al.
2001; Courchesne 2004)maymerit exploration given a state’s
lack of land use authority.
It is possible, however, to draw a more nuanced inference
that may prove useful for future endeavors. No measure in-
trinsically represents transportation/land use coordination at
the state level because, as shown by the results in Table 1, the
scope of such coordination broadens when eﬀorts are made
to deđne associated measures. ăis observation is contrary to
other areas wheremeasures have been developed; for example,
if a group of stakeholders were asked to identify measures for
congestion, the discussion of speciđc measures, such as per-
son hours of delay, delay per trip, or travel speed (Falcocchio
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2004), would narrow the scope of what is meant by “conges-
tion.” Similarly, in the safety area, stakeholders have generally
converged on measures related to injury crashes, thereby clar-
ifying what is meant by “safety.” ăe convergence in these ar-
eas is fundamentally diﬀerent from the divergence of perfor-
mance measures for the areas of “transportation/land use co-
ordination.”
ăe composite measures suggested in the literature had a
unifying theme: not transportation/land use coordination
but rather a speciđc outcome, such as sustainability (based
on indicators for air quality, oil and land consumption, etc.)
(Lautso et al. 2004), or availability of multiple transportation
options (based on indicators for parking availability, block
size, and so forth) (Moudon et al. 2005; Washington State
Department of Transportation 2006c), or quality of life (Doi
et al. 2008). ăe performance measures in Table 1 do not ap-
pear to have a deđnitive overarching framework. For exam-
ple, a reduction in consumer costs attributable to better trans-
portation is not necessarily consistent with reductions in land
consumption. ăus, although additional research to iden-
tify performancemeasures (including composite metrics) will
provide insights into how transportation/land use coordina-
tion may be assessed, analysis of the information presented in
Table 1 suggests that the current lack of agreement regarding
the goal of such coordination may impede the determination
of appropriate measures. ăese đndings echo the statement
by (Hartgen and Neumann 2002) that “clarity of objectives”
is key to implementing performance measures. While objec-
tives are clear in some contexts, such as private enterprise, they
are oĕen much less clear with respect to transportation/land
use coordination; (Levinson and Krizek 2008) noted that a
“loĕier” question is whether there is agreement regarding a de-
sired pattern of land development.
8 Conclusions
ăe central đnding of this paper is that the performance mea-
sures identiđed do not converge toward a single goal. A quick
examination of the measures shows that they may be linked
with seven diﬀerent goals, as shown in Table 1. A more de-
tailed testing with diﬀerent policy scenarios, as shown in Ta-
ble 2, indicates that there is no single overarching goal for
these measures. For example, just eleven of the metrics ap-
pear to measure directly whether growth occurs in desired lo-
cations, as shown in Table 3. When a particular goal favored
by some constituencies is sought, such as aligning state and lo-
cal eﬀorts, somemetrics linkedwith that goalwill be improved
whereas others will not. On the basis of this đnding, đve dis-
crete conclusions can be made:
1. ăe development of performance measures to support
goals for transportation/land use coordination may in-
crease conĔicts among stakeholders. For example, a sce-
nario that led to increased compact development might
improve performance for somemeasures (e.g., geograph-
ical expansion of the urbanized area) but hurt perfor-
mance for others (e.g., ratio of actual corridor travel
time to free Ĕow travel time). When four scenarios
(compact development, reduced vehicular congestion,
reduced transit costs, and increased local autonomy)
were considered, 20 of 41 performance measures tested
showed a probable conĔict, with one or more of the in-
dicators improving and one or more worsening. ăus,
there does not appear to be agreement on a particular
metric that best reĔects transportation/land use coor-
dination. ăis stands in contrast to đndings from the
domains of safety and maintenance, where the develop-
ment of performancemeasures generally decreases stake-
holder conĔicts (California Department of Transporta-
tion 2006).
2. ăe goals to be achieved as a result of transporta-
tion/land use coordination diﬀer substantially from
state to state. Goals cited by 11 states that had es-
tablished explicit transportation/land use performance
measures included increased transportation modal op-
tions, improved quality of these options, better access
management, reduced land consumption, increased har-
mony between state and local governments, and better
air quality.
3. Transportation/land use coordination is not a goal unto
itself but rather a means to achieve a larger goal. For ex-
ample, although several states noted that the improve-
ment of air quality was ameasure of transportation/land
use coordination, air quality may be improved through
a variety of mechanisms other than transportation/land
use coordination. If the language of outputs and out-
comes, rather than measures, were applied to goals, then
transportation/land use coordination would be an out-
put goal. It is recognized that multiple dimensions of
performance necessitate the use ofmultiple performance
measures in general (Sinha and Labi 2007) and for trans-
portation/land use coordination in particular (Levinson
andKrizek 2008), but the đndings herein do not suggest
agreement among stakeholders—yet.
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4. A wide range of potential transportation/land use co-
ordination indicators exists. Of the 41 metrics in this
study, some are based on observed data, some are based
on models, and some are based on processes rather than
physical outcomes. Even in support of a single goal,
many indicators may be used, reĔecting the fact that dif-
ferent indicators are tailored to diﬀerent types of avail-
able data.
5. A majority of responding states do not explicitly mea-
sure transportation/land use coordination at the state
level. Of the 25 states from which a response was re-
ceived, only 11 had an explicit indicator in that regard,
and for eight of these, the indicators were either discon-
tinued or under development, leaving only three states
with an active, explicit metric at the state level. ăese
states wereMissouri (customer satisfaction),Oregon (at-
tractions within a threshold travel time), and New York
(person-hours of delay and quantity of emissions).
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